85% of finance professionals want better tech for remote audits.

Audit technology: How can tech meet your needs?

What’s your biggest concern about remote audits?

- Strain on company personnel due to lack of in-person interactions: 22%
- “Over-auditing” due to lack of understanding of company risks: 21%
- Reduction in audit quality: 20%
- Delays in meeting reporting deadlines: 17%
- Lack of technological feasibility: 6%
- Unsure/prefer not to say: 13%

What tech do you want to add for remote audits?

- An equal combination of analytics, automation and foundational tools: 41%
- Improved analytics: 22%
- Automations: 13%
- Cloud-based PBC managements, e-sign, or other foundational tools: 8%
- Unsure/prefer not to say: 10%
- None of the above: 5%

How can tech be your answer?

- Get better quality, faster
  - Improve communication with collaborative tools
to create positive remote experiences, reduce email, and drive real progress remotely
  - Minimize blind spots with data analytics
  - Reduce human error with automation
to streamline data acquisition and accelerate work
  - Work smarter with artificial intelligence
to produce high-quality on-demand results and analyses with consistent value

*Poll results from webinar audience of more than 1,100 finance and accounting professionals in June 2020.*